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Brian Hogan Catches the British Cup!

The day could have been like any day in England. The morning Fog, The Misty thick air, all typical of a British Cup
Championship.
The rain held off all day so 18 brave Pen Pushers could brave through 27 holes.
To the victory goes Sir Brian Hogan with an amazing 48 points. Here is Brian with his winning cup!

Our other winners that day were in the 2 man Challenge. This year they made it a “Threesome” With
The winning team being Steve Smingler, Bob Caines and Gary Vanderheiden.
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Other winners this month include:

Long drive – Brent Schnupp

Closest to the pin – John Kravatz With a shot 25’ 6”
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Putting Champion ‐ 1 under par ‐ Gary Pulino

And of course our Goat Boy this month was Clifton Edwards.
Cliff did not stick around to receive his award. I guess he was not too proud of his 22 he shot….
Mike Rubin and Jon Frame were sweating bullets with their 23’s but Cliff came in at the last minute to save the day. 
Thanks Cliff!
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We had 11 Birdies this month! Both Brian Hogan and Bob Caines Shot 3 each!, Others were shot by Cliff Edwards,
Kenny Engram, Gary Pulino, Chuck Roney and Michael Williams. Good Shooting!

Next month we move out to Front Royal to Matt Jacobs’s home course Blue Ridge Shadows for our Founders Trophy
Event.
It’s not too early to sign up for this event now. So why not go over to the www.penpushers.us now and SIGNUP
All the pictures are up on our Flickr If you have others to share put them up too!
Until next month!
Enjoy!

Mike Rubin
Pen Pushers Communications.
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